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Question 1

Sample Identifier: E
Score: 9

from the outset, this sophisticated and persuasive analysis of achallenging sonnet establishes a
nuanced argument about the speaker's complex attitude toward his situation

recognizing that even the speaker's ambivalence is not static, the essay traces the speaker s

SSons-including his charactenzatron of himself as ahapless victim-for his timidity
about gazing at his beloved

the argument is evidenced thoroughly in well-organized and well-sequenced paragraphs
moves deftly between idiomatic ("once bitten, twice shy") and academic i"denote the romantic

doubts clearly plaguing his mind") language

analyzes arange of poetic elements, devices and effects (figures, sound devices, form diction,
contrast) and explains how these and common cliches about romantic love construct the
speaker's tone

bv choosing words precisely, embedding apt and specific textual references and summoning

vanoufsynonyms to underscore Ms or her argument, the student creates an economical, incisive,
convincing and graceful analysis

Sample Identifier: F
Score: 8
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"logically] justiflied]" in being wary of romantic love
nffp'rs plentiful textual evidence to support conclusions ibout the jpeakei s 'shame ana

°ZeSnel^emmg his romantic situation and his "motives" for avoiding further pain
analyzes how specific poetic elements-figures (metaphor &imagery), sound devices

SffiSSK word choice, and form (notably the "ending couplet")-convey tne complex
nsychology of the speaker

,

wmle not error free (e.g., "animalistic" for 'animal') the language of the essay is generally
controlled and clear

Sample Identifier: B
Score: 7

begins with acommonplace observation about learning from one's mistakes but nevertheless
posits aclear statement about the poem ana delivers areasonable analysis of the poem
carefully embedded quotations help to create alargely fluid, well-supported reading that pays
attention to how imagery (the mouse and fly) and such devices as alliteration give rise to

identifies the speaker's attitude but is less adept than th< 9a

nuances and the speaker's ambivalence; initially speaks I tpalpate!

<

sadness throughout the poem" and does not fully develop the i
would-be love is bittersweet: he has enjoyed the 'gleams' about nei face
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ideas afe exoressed clearly, showing agood command of the elements of effective composite
with onlv occasional lapses (e g„ "the author greatly enhances specific phrases )
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Sample Identifier: H
Score: 6

promising opening identifies the Shakespearean sonnet, notes irony and metaphor and
succinctly asserts that it would be "folly" for the speaker to "succumb again to his desire for" the
woman

first body paragraph notes the speaker's complexity via the paradox of his desire to
simultaneously gaze at and avoid the eye ofthe woman he admires but does not develop this
insight in a thorough, convincing, and reasonable manner

treats the fly metaphor in a cursory fashion and misreads the fly as "silly" rather than cautious
(the speaker's point) for having been once "scorched"

shows insight by observing that the speaker's desire isphysical and mental (paragraph 2) but
does not develop a thoroughgoing analysis of this point

as with irony, metaphor and paradox, references alliteration but does not explain how this device
generates meaning

language is adequate to the task but exhibits less control in sentences such as "Alliteration ties
together 'grievous game' and ['Idazzled by desire,' the dazzling being the cause of the grief"
Sample Identifier: C
Score: 5

opens with a generalized statement about life lessons but does state that the speaker "is
calloused to love and the desire for something better by his fear of being letdown or disappointed
again" and returns to this argument in the body ofthe essay

identifies how the speaker's compelling word choice establishes contrast and thereby conveys
his complexity

uses direct quotations in the service of plausible ifsuperficial analysis

sometimes cites the text to recapitulate what is already paraphrased rather than to evidence and
elaborate a point

syntax is sometimes ungainly ("Vivid imagery is used in portraying an explanation of what the
speakers [sic] attitude is toward the situation")

misused prepositions and poor word choice ("The word gleam is used to portray happiness")
make the language less controlled and the essay less precise than it might otherwise be
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Sample Identifier: G
Score: 4

overstates the speaker's attitude toward the woman by suggesting he has an "enraged and deep
hatred" of her

lacks a clear argument, but by the conclusion the student understands thatthe speaker has
learned a lesson and that that lesson is communicated through the fly and flame metaphor

attempts to analyze literary devices but meaning is sometimes unclear, as in the repeated
statement that the diction is "dark"

first body paragraph shows the student's limited analytical vocabulary since it confuses rhythm,
fluid syntax and diction

while the essay is comprehensible, language control is inconsistent as shown in such unwieldy
syntax as "an image that areader can easily relate to, what the speaker conveys through this

imagery is that he is the mouse who broke free and will no longer trust the enticements of the
bait"

Sample Identifier: A
Score: 3

partial, formulaic response that relies on paraphrase
fails to offer an adequate analysis of the poem

in spite of some general observations concerning the emotions that accompany heartbreak and

the use of imagery in the poem, fails to articulate a clear understanding of the speaker's attitude

Sample Identifier: I
Score: 2

offers a series of unvaried sentences that mention literary terms without offering any analysis of
the poem

recognizes that the poem is asonnet but lacks development, organization and specificity
comams syntactical and grammatical errors that impede understanding- "He uses imagery such
as the mouse that has broken free of the trap and refuses to take the bait inthe trap again out of

fear of getting hurt again to exemplify his own fear of entering arelationship again because he's
been hurt by this woman before"

Sample Identifier: D
Score:

1

unacceptably brief (3-sentence), vague response
merely echoes the prompt when it mentionsliterary devices
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